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SINE QUA NON 

a 
SUPERBA 

Side One (17:46) 

HEINRICH SCHUTZ 
Ich Beschwore each (7:02) 

Three Motets (10:36) 
Herr, auf dich traue ich (3:14) 

Ich weiss, dass mein Erloser leht (3:00) 

Selig sind die Toten (4:14) 

Side Two (22:16) 

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH 
Motets 

Der Geist hilft unser Schwachheit auf, BWV 226 (8:14) 

Singet dem Herrn ein neues Lied, BWV 225 (13:54) 

After the death of Johann Sebastian Bach in 1750 and during 

the years in which his art suffered eclipse the motets kept his 

memory alive until the nineteenth century Bach revival. The 

choir of the Thomaskirche took great pride in its ability to 

perform the motets despite their extraordinary difficulty. 

Bach’s cantatas had been made obsolete by liturgical reforms 

but the motets could still fulfill a practical function in worship. 

Manuscripts of motets bearing Bach’s name circulated in Ger¬ 

many during the last half of the eighteenth century but not 

all these works could trace their authorship to him. The new 

edition of Bach’s works accepts the six traditionally ascribed to 

him (BWV 225-230) and correctly assigns to its proper place 

the “cantata” BWV 118, O Jesu Christ, mein's Lehens Licht. 

From what spotty records are available it seems that the 

Thomaner of Leipzig sang each motet on the average of once 

a year. On special occasions they would bring out their stun¬ 

ning “parade piece”—as it has been called—Singet dem Herrn 

ein neues Lied (BWV 225). The story of Mozart’s astonishment 

on hearing this motet in 1789 sung by the Thomaner under 

the direction of the term Kantor, J. F. Doles, is well known. 

Apparently no score was available, but in his enthusiasm Mo¬ 

zart asked that the parts be copied into score for him. This 

manuscript copy of Singet dem Herrn still exists with a hand¬ 

written note indicating Mozart’s intention to orchestrate it. 

The accompaniment, or absence of it, appropriate to the 

Bach motets has been the subject of continued debate. Most 

of the Motets were intended for special funeral services and 

there was a tradition in Leipzig, albeit not an inviolable one, 

against the use of instruments on such occasions. The Tho¬ 

maner were accustomed to sing them a capella under Bach’s 

successors, but there still exist authentic string, wind and 

continuo parts—some in Bach’s own hand—for Der Geist 

hilf unser Schwachjieit. Passing over the possible reasons for 

this unique set of parts, it can be demonstrated that a per¬ 

formance with (one) Continuo ensemble, even in double-choir 

pieces, conforms with baroque practice for music without an 

obligato instrumental accompaniment. Continuo accompani¬ 

ment alone would certainly have given a vocal-instrumental 

timbre with which Bach was familiar. 

Bach wrote, Der Geist hilft in 1729 for the memorial 

service of J. H. Ernesti, rector of the Thomasschule and Pro¬ 

fessor of Poetry at Leipzig University since 1691. The possi¬ 

bility that Singet dem Herrn was intended for a funeral 

would seem to be slight and it has been suggested that the 

presence of Friedrich August, Elector of Saxony, in Leipzig for 

his birthday in 1727 might have been a suitable occasion for 

such a jubilant outburst. Bach used the text “Sing to the 

Lord a new song” also in the opening chorus of Cantata 190a, 

written to celebrate the Jubilee of the Augsburg Confes¬ 

sion in 1730. Cantata 190a was itself a revision of Bach’s 1724 

New Year’s cantata. Perhaps he brought out his celebratory 

motet again sometime during the three days of festivities 

marking the Reformation Jubilee. 

With the insight that one genius brings to the work of an¬ 

other, Goethe epitomized Singet dem Herrn as “the eternal 

harmony conversing with itself as it may have done in the 

bosom of God, just l)efore the creation of the world.” This 

harmonious opposition of equal forces which Goethe described 

so imaginatively is the conceptual basis of a good portion of 

both Singet and Der Geist hilft. Each of the Bach motets on 

this program is divided formally into a number of short 

sections. Against (piickly moving countermelodies in the first 

section of BWV 225 Bach sets cries of “singet” while in the 

second section of the same motet a hormonized chorale 

(strophe 3 of Nun lob, mein’ Seel’) alternates with the more 

animated reflections of Choir 1. This is followed by a passage 

('Hobei den Herrn”) continuing the alternation, but this 

time each choir sings the same musical material. The two 

choirs are united as one in the closing four-voice fugue. Der 

Geist hilft also contains a chorale—in closing position and 

set simply after the manner of the cantatas. Bach begins Der 

Geist with eight-part writing but tapers off into five, then four 

at the fugue: “Der aber die Herzen forschet.” 

The polychoral effects Bach uses with such confidence 

Schiitz drank at their Venetian source while he was a student 

of Giovanni Gabrieli during the years 1609-1613. 

One of the more remarkable aspects of the history of 

music in Germany is Bach’s apparent lack of interest in the 

works of Schiitz, even though he had contacts at Dresden where 

Schiitz had been Kapellmeister. Bach was familiar with the 

Latin motet repertoire of Italian and German masters, for 

the singing of polphonic motets and hymn settings was an 

important function of three of his choirs in Leipzig. As a 

source of this repertoire Bach depended heavily on Erhard 

Bodenschatz’s century-old collection Florilegium Portense 

(1618-1621). Neither this nor any other of the sources he 

ordinarily used contained any motets by Schiitz, whose 

Cantiones Sacrae motets on Latin texts appeared in 1625. 

Bach would probably have sympathized with the impulse 

which prompted Schiitz’s Geistliche Chormusik collection 

(1648), dedicated to the Leipzig City Council and to the choir 

of the Thomaskirche. In the preface to the collection Schiitz 

lamented the neglect by younger composers of traditional 

contrapuntal disciplines, and in the motets themselves he 

demonstrated that devotion to these disciplines did not en¬ 

tail servitude to a past incapble of any vitalizing influence. 

In the German motets of the Chormusik Schiitz expanded the 

traditional stylus ecclesiasticus to include “madrigalian” tech¬ 

niques of text illustration and expression. In Selig sind die 

Toten the stemming of rhythmic activity at “sie ruhen” and 

the close imitations at “und ihre Werken folgen ihnen” 

typify some of the conventions. 

Outside of those collections of his own music whose publi¬ 

cation Schiitz supervised, there are a number of individual 

works preserved in manuscript or in anthologies published 

during his lifetime. The sacred concerti Freue dich des Weibes 

deiner Jugend (ca. 1636) and Ich beschwore (1638) are two 

such surviving individual works. Both draw on texts from 

the Song of Songs—just the kind of image-filled literature 

that Schiitz always favored. The dialogue format of Ich be¬ 

schwore suggested naturally the contrast of sopranos (4) with 

the lower three parts. Neither of these concerti require the 

massive delivery of Psalm 8 but, like it, they depend on the 

interchange of short motifs for musical coherence. 

—Joseph Dyer 
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